
Go to www.arlanxeo.com: 

 

For finding SDS, PDS the button PRODUCTS at the top needs to be selected. Next step is to select the 

correct polymer family. For the rest of the examples EPDM is selected. 

 

http://www.arlanxeo.com/


 

Once the polymer family is selected you enter a page where all the brochures can be found for the 

selected polymer family. Select SHOW ALL EPDM PRODUCTS-> to the FIND PRODUCTS page where you 

can search for the right product you are looking for. Searching can be done via several options: 

- Industries and applications: automotive/mobility, buidling/construction etc.  

- Brands: Keltan & Keltan ECO 

- Categories: downsheared, low mooney, medium mooney, high mooney, very high mooney 

- Just scroll down the page to find whatever grade you are interested in 

 



 

To find more details of a product like PDS, SDS, packaging form, etc. select the grade that you want the 

information from: 

 

By clicking on the grade you will enter a page where a choice can be made what you are looking for: 

- Documents: brochures, PDS, SDS, (GSS; only visible and available after login) 

- Additional information: supply form, storage conditions, shelf life, safety 

- Industries and applications: main application areas 

- Standard packaging: all the details about weight, composition etc.  

- (Pilot recipes using this product; only available after login) 

- (Our services; only available after login) 

Login can be requested via arlanxeo.com. 



 

 

 



 

 

 

  



CONNECT: 

Only available after login.  

- Connect overview: general landing page for further options below. 

- Service requests: create/work on a service request (general or regulatory questions) 

- Announcements: New, Press Releases, Events 

- Documents and Data Sheets: different documents like PDS, SDS, GSS, ISO, Sales conditions etc.  

- Compound Hardness Calculator: EPDM & HNBR 

- Pilot Recipes: only EPDM 

- FAQ: questions and answers on several generic topics; processing, compounding, testing, etc.   

 

 

 



 

 

 


